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Abstract
Actuators are used to drive all active mechanisms including machines, robots, and manipulators to name
a few. The actuators are responsible for moving, manipulating, displacing, pushing and executing any
action that is needed by the mechanism. There are many types and principles of actuation that are
responsible for these movements ranging from electromagnetic, electroactive, thermo-mechanic,
piezoelectric, electrostrictive etc. Actuators are readily available from commercial producers but there
is a great need for reducing their size, increasing their efficiency and reducing their weight. Studies at
JPL’s Non Destructive Evaluation and Advanced Actuators (NDEAA) Laboratory have been focused
on the use of piezoelectric stacks and novel designs taking advantage of piezoelectric’s potential to
provide high torque/force density actuation and high electromechanical conversion efficiency. The
actuators/motors that have been developed and reviewed in this paper are operated by various horn
configurations as well as the use of pre-stress flexures that make them thermally stable and increases
their coupling efficiency. The use of monolithic designs that pre-stress the piezoelectric stack eliminates
the use of compression stress bolt. These designs enable the embedding of developed solid-state
motors/actuators in any structure with the only macroscopically moving parts are the rotor or the linear
translator. Finite element modeling and design tools were used to determine the requirements and
operation parameters and the results were used to simulate, design and fabricate novel actuators/motors.
The developed actuators and performance will be described and discussed in this paper.
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1.0 Introduction
Mobility, manipulation, and articulation of mechanisms require the use of actuators with some
applications that are requiring extremely high precision (e.g., optical devices). Each DoF typically
requires a dedicated actuator and the complexity increases significantly with the rise in the number of
DoF. In mechanisms, such as robots, the mass and volume of the actuators take a significant part of the
total specific system mass and volume. Actuators function as the equivalent of muscles and they are
operated by a source of energy (typically electric current, hydraulic or pneumatic pressure) that is
converted into motion. The control system that drives an actuator can be a simple fixed mechanical or
electronic system, computer driven or operated by a human user. The types of actuators that are
generally used include electric (such as AC, DC, brushed and brushless motors), pneumatic, hydraulic,
piezoelectric, and shape-memory alloys. Generally, the operation of actuators is significantly different
than natural muscles, which are both compliant and linear in behavior [Full and Meijer, 2004].
For planetary applications, actuators are used to operate robotic devices as well as space
mechanisms and instruments. These include rovers, release and deployment mechanisms, antennas,
positioning devices, aperture opening and closing devices, etc. Increasingly, actuators need to have
minimal mass, volume and power consumption, as well as the capability of operating in extreme
environments. The miniaturization of conventional electromagnetic motors (AC and DC) is limited by
practical manufacturing difficulties. These electromagnetic motors, which are the most widely used in
compact mechanisms, employ speed-reducing gears which reduce the speed, which can be as high as
many thousands of RPM, and develop a higher torque. The use of gear trains adds mass, volume and
complexity as well as reduces the system reliability due to the increase in number of the system
components. The miniaturization of conventional electromagnetic motors is limited by manufacturing
constraints and loss of efficiency. Further, conventional actuators are backdrivable making high
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precision control difficult to obtain or needing additional braking mechanisms, requiring heavy and
complex gears to provide the necessary speed and torque.
Ultrasonic motors based on piezoelectric actuation have been available for some time [Sashida and
Kenjo, 1993; Ueha and Tomikawa, 1993; Uchino 1996]. The mode of operation, (quasi-static or
resonant), type of motion (rotary or linear) and the shape of the actuation element (beam, rod, disk, etc.)
can be used to classify the various piezoelectric motor configurations. Despite these distinctions, the
fundamental principles of solid-state actuation are common to all of these devices. Each of these motor
designs uses microscopic material deformations (associated with the excitation capability of
piezoelectric materials), which are amplified through either quasi-static or dynamic/resonant means.
Piezoelectric actuators offer attractive characteristics including high torque/force density and their
ability to operate at extremely high and low temperatures. To compensate for the small electrically
generated strain generated by the base piezoelectric material, mechanical leveraging techniques are used
to amplify displacements. Over the last two decades, the authors have explored many novel concepts of
displacement enhancement and numerous motor configurations were developed and demonstrated. This
paper reviews some of the key mechanisms that were developed.

2.0 Surface Acoustic Wave motors
Surface acoustic waves are elastic waves that propagate in a thin layer at a depth of about one wavelength
beneath the surface of a solid substrate. Devices that employ low amplitude Surface acoustic wave
(SAW) have been in use for many years in signal processing devices, filters, and delay lines in various
instruments and electronic equipment [Campbell, 1996]. The surface nature of the wave is shown in
Figure 1, where the wave amplitude rapidly decays with depth. Driving this surface wave at high
amplitudes provides an actuation mechanism where the surface particles move elliptically and can push
a slider that is pressed onto the surface (Figure 2). Generally, surface waves can be generated by
piezoelectric wafers that are activated by pairs of finger-like electrodes in the form of a grating (Figure
3). This configuration of a surface wave transmitter is called an inter-digital transducer (IDT) and the
surface displacement is caused by the electric field between the electrode fingers and the nature of
piezoelectric material to contract or expand when subjected to an electric field. The gap between the
fingers of the IDT determines the wave resonance frequency. To operate a SAW as a linear actuator
[Kurosawa, et al, 1996; Helin, et al, 1998] it is configured using a pair of IDTs that are electroplated on
the surface of a single piezoelectric crystal wafer (Figure 4) and the propelling wave travels between
the IDTs. The piezoelectric material consists of LiNbO3 cut along the X-direction and rotated 127.8° in
the Y-direction. A slider is pressed onto the surface along the wave path and is pushed by friction forces
in the desired direction as determined by the resultant wave.

FIGURE 1: A schematic view of the particle
displacement along the field of a surface acoustic wave
(SAW).

FIGURE 3: A schematic view of an
interdigital transducer (IDT) that is used to
induce SAW.
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FIGURE 2: Harnessing the particle
displacement of a surface acoustic wave
by pressing a slider against the surface.

The principle of operation of an ultrasonic traveling wave motor (flexural traveling wave ring-type
motor) is shown in Figure 13. This motion transfer operates as a gear and it leads to a much lower
rotation speed than the wave frequency and it can be a factor of several thousands. The operation of the
motor depends on friction at the interface between the moving rotor and stator, which is a key factor in
the design of this interface for long term operation of the USM [Bar-Cohen et al., 1999.

4.1.1 Principle of operation

A stator substrate with toothed ring is assumed to have a set of piezoelectric crystals that are bonded to
the back of its surface in a given pattern of poling sequence and location. To generate a traveling wave,
the poling direction of the piezoelectric crystals is structured such that a quarter wavelength out-of-phase
is formed. This poling pattern is also intended to eliminate extension in the stator and maximize bending.
The teeth on the stator are arranged in a ring at the radial position.
To generate a traveling wave within the stator two orthogonal modes are activated simultaneously.
These modes are induced by a stator that is constructed with the drive piezoelectric actuators in the form
of two sections of poling pattern that are bonded to the stator. A geometrical examination of this pattern,
reveals that driving the two sections using cos(ωt) and sin(ωt) signals, respectively, will produce a
traveling wave with a frequency of ω/2π. Also, by changing the sign on one of the drive signals, the
traveling wave would reverse its direction.
The classic ultrasonic motor uses an annular piezoelectric thin plate bonded to a metallic ring with
conductive adhesive. In order to generate a travelling wave on the surface, the piezoelectric element
electrodes must be segmented with polarization direction of each of the sectors opposite from their
neighbors. When piezoelectric plates with forward- and reverse-poled sections are driven by two-phase
electrical power sources, a traveling wave is generated and a rotor pressed onto the stator surface is
propelled into motion by frictional forces. Unfortunately, the manufacturing of this type of motors is
very complex, and the production cost for construction is high. Since this type of rotary motor is driven
using a single piezoelectric plate operated in the thickness mode vibration (kt), the displacements are
relatively small, requiring a large driving voltage to fulfill a large output torque. In addition, this bonded
type of piezoelectric stator design exhibits fragility under high extension stress and fatigue of the
adhesive layer when subjected to harsh environment.

4.1.2 Cryovac testing of the developed (traveling wave) piezoelectric motor

The ability of an ultrasonic motor to operate at cryogenic temperatures and vacuum conditions is an
important characteristics for planetary applications, such as the planet Mars. The developed motor
survived a total exposure of 336 hours at cryovac test conditions of 65 hour at –80oC and 25-mTorr plus
271 hours at –150oC and 16-mTorr). Other issues that were studied include the performance at cyclic
temperature environment and vacuum as on Mars. The torque-speed curve, showing the performance
before and after thermal cycling, are presented in Figure 14 and the apparent increase in performance is
not sufficiently significant to be considered. The loop appearance of the curve is the result of the loading
and unloading of the motor and the difference between the two is caused by variations in the motor
braking mechanism that is used.

(a) Before test
(b) After 231 temperature cycles
Figure 14: Temperature cyclic test

4.2 Piezo-Barth Motor

One of the first piezoelectric motor designs with significant rotational speeds discussed by [Sashida and
Kenjo, 1993] and originally published by [Barth 1973] is what is now known as the Barth Motor [Jiamei
and Chunsheng, 2006]. This device used extensional piezoelectric elements to produce a time varying
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force at a distance r from the center of a centrally supported disk as is shown in Figure 15. These microsteps occur at a high frequency with the end result being macroscopic rotation of the rotor. The rotation
direction is controlled by the choice of the actuators. This motor was reported to produce a significant
torque however a measureable wear was noted during the motor operation and characterization. Another
feature of these motors that is beneficial is their ability to be manufactured in a plane allowing compact
low profile rotary motors to be designed. In this reported study, the authors investigated the concept of
using horns to produce macroscopic rotation and examined whether the piezoelectric ceramic could be
pre-stressed using flexures. For this purpose, a set of horns was designed that drives a rotor to perform
useful work.
Analysis of the small signal resonance data of the bare stack gave an effective piezoelectric constant
of 480 pC/N for the material and a capacitance of 261 nF. The coupling was determined to be k33 =0.56
and the elastic compliance at constant field in the 33 direction was 5.4x10-11 m2/N. The mechanical Q
was in the 40 - 80 range. Initial testing of the motor with one horn demonstrated a rotor speed of 15
RPM with a torque of approximately 0.3 N-m could be produced [Sherrit et al, 2011]. The torque was
determined by hanging a mass around the shaft, then measuring the constant rate at which the mass was
lifted against gravity.

FIGURE 15: Schematic diagram of a Barth Motor
Using a flexure horn development [Sherrit et al., 2010] a rotary Barth motor in a planar structure
was demonstrated and enabled to produce motors that could be embedded in the walls of specific
structures (Figure 16). This approach could have significant benefits in saving mass and volume for
other critical components without degrading the overall structure and for the goal of miniaturization of
electromechanical systems. The concept opened numerous options of actuation including operation on
multiple surfaces (Figure 17). The approach could also be used to increase the number of horns in the
plane to multiply the torque or to stack the planes of horns to increase torque. The horns can also be
arranged in counter positions to produce clockwise and counter clockwise rotation. Other arrangements
include the ability to embed them in cubes or any other 3D object with limited curvature. The planar
structure can be produced by standard manufacturing techniques such as milling, stamping, casting, and
EDM for very small structures. The results of our modeling and testing of the bench top planar motors
are shown in Figure 16 and 17 and the development on a miniaturized version that is of the order of 3x3
centimeters square and 2 mm thick.

FIGURE 16: A CAD model of a prototype rotary motor that can drive a rotor clockwise and counter
clockwise along with a photograph of finished motor. The preload on the rotor for each of the horns can
be relieved by a bolt connected through the frame to the backing.
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FIGURE 17: Novel Barth motors configurations for bidirectional and 3D operations.
Efforts to miniaturize the motor to the level of a 1-cm stator encountered fabrication difficulties due to
the precision requirements of the small displacement and typical machining tolerances, Therefore, the
original 10-cm rotor [Sherrit et al., 2011] was redesigned into a 2.5 cm rotor configuration. A schematic
illustration of the produced motor is shown on the left in Figure 18. The photo of the produced motor
is shown on the right. The rotor (purple) was inserted into the mounting structure that is 3.75in x 2in x
0.25in, which represents a portion of a robotic/mobility/manipulation structure. The rotor is constrained
by a rotor support on both of its sides with its shaft inserted into a hole on the support (see the disc with
the 4 holes that is mounted with 4 black screws. Two piezoelectric stacks (green) were configured in a
transducer design with flexure that is made to compress the stack and with a shaft that acts as a horn
[Sherrit et al., 2011]. The horns were positioned in such a way that the generated vibrations impact the
rotor circumferentially. To control the compression of the horn onto the rotor, adjustment screws are
used. This miniature motor was demonstrated to rotate at a rate of about 200 RPM.

Figure 18: Illustration and photo of the reduced size Piezo-Barth motor with 1-inch rotor.

4.3 Ratcheting motor

To complement the rotation of the rotor using the Barth approach of operating in the plane of the rotor,
a ratcheting mechanism was developed that applies torque onto the face of the rotor rather than impacting
the rotor circumferentially. This configuration has the potential of producing a compact highly efficient
rotary motor and we started preliminary modeling and analysis of this type of actuator. A modal analysis
(using ANSYS Classic FEA) of a Kumada configuration that was investigated is shown in Figure 20.
This approach uses a novel wireless acoustic mechanical feedthru for elastic power transmission through
metallic walls that was developed by the JPL team [Sherrit et al., 2013]. The concept allows producing
work across structural members by pumping acoustic energy at high frequencies and converting it to
rotary or linear work on the other side of the structure without perforating the structure.
The horn (Figure 19) applies impacts onto the rotor surface and excites rotation from the
longitudinal and twisting vibrations of a piezoelectric stack actuator. The small longitudinal vibrations
from the piezoelectric are amplified and converted into twisting motion through the specific cuts at the
tip of the horn. Several different cutout geometries were investigated, including 2-bar (Kumada) and 4bar designs. Note, here again friction drives the rotor rotation and therefore the rotor must be slightly
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Figure 21: Photographs of a stator-ring rotary ultrasonic motor.

Figure 22: Illustration and photo of four horn type rotary ultrasonic motor

5.0 Conclusion
Actuators are used to drive, move, manipulate, displace, push and execute any of the actions that
mechanisms are required to generate. There are many types and principles that can produce useful
actuation which convert various forms of energy into dynamic mechanical movements. Actuators are
readily available from commercial producers but there is a great need for reducing their size, increasing
their efficiency and reducing their weight. Studies at JPL have been focused on the use of piezoelectric
stacks and novel designs taking advantage of their potential to provide high torque/force density
actuation and high electromechanical conversion efficiency. The developed actuators/motors are
operated by various horn configurations as well as the use of pre-stress flexures that make them thermally
stable and increases their coupling efficiency. The use of monolithic designs that pre-stress the
piezoelectric stack can eliminate the use of a stress bolt. These designs enabled the embedding of
developed solid-state motors/actuators in structures with the only macroscopically moving part being
the rotor or the linear translator. Finite element modeling and design tools were used to determine the
design and operation parameters and the results were used to simulate, design and fabricate novel
actuators/motors.
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